
B I N G O

Meg runs into 
trouble
 
 
 

A wall collage of 
the case is 
made and or 
viewed
 

Meg continues 
to help the 
brothers
 

Salt is used
 

Bobby’s Flask 
is seen and or 
referenced
 

Angel killing 
sword is used

Devils trap is 
used
 
 
 

Betrayal occurs Ancient 
scripture is 
translated
 

Archangels 
return with a 
vengeance
 

Rafael and or 
Lucifer is 
referenced

Castiel comes 
out of his 
catatonic state
 

IMPALA’S
FREE
PARKING
SPACE
 

Dick is 
referenced
 

Ghost Bobby 
assist the 
brothers
 

The brothers 
stay at Rufus’s 
cabin
 

Lightning bolt is 
seen
 

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour
 

Flashbacks are 
seen
 
 
 

Vital information 
about the Levi’s 
is revealed

Dean tries to 
help Castiel 
reconnect with 
reality

A Prophet is 
enlisted to help 
the brothers

Did you spot 
the Rifle 
display, the 
bunk beds and 
coat hooks?

Crowley is 
referenced
 

Banishing Sigil 
is used
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